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Development of a Finite Element-Based Hall-Thruster Model

Subrata Roy¤ and B. P. Pandey†

Kettering University, Flint, Michigan 48504

This paper aims to characterize the Hall-thruster plasma dynamics in the framework of multi� uid model. Effect
of the ionization and the recombination has been included in the present model. Based on the experimental data,
a third-order polynomial in electron temperature is used to calculate the ionization rate. The neutral dynamics is
included only through the neutral continuity equation in the presence of a uniform neutral � ow. The electrons are
modeled as magnetized and hot, whereas ions are assumed unmagnetized and cold. The computed plasma density
pro� le shows that the location of the density maximum is shifted slightly inward from the channel exit. This
suggests that the maximum ionization takes place inside the channel. This is in conformity with the experimental
observations. The maximum electron temperature increase takes place just near the exit closer to the inner wall.
This is consistent with the electron gyration velocity distribution. The plasma potential is fairly � at in most parts
of the channel before falling at the exit. Simulation results are interpreted in the light of experimental observations
and available numerical solutions in the literature.

Nomenclature
B, B = magnetic � eld, G
E , E = electric � eld, V/m
Ei = ionization potential
e = electron charge, C
j; J = current, mA
L = differential operator
M = mass matrix
m = mass, kg
N = basis function
n = number density, m¡3

R = solution residual
r = radial direction
S = Assembly operator
T = temperature, eV
t = time, s
u, U = state variable
V , V = velocity, m/s
w = weight function
Z = ionicity
z = axial direction
0 = � ux of the propellant, m¡2s¡1

1 = step
# = implicitness
º = collision frequency
¾ = ionization cross section, m2

Á = potential, V
Ä = solution domain

Subscripts

c = charge exchange
d = discharge
e = electron
el = element
H = Hall current
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i = ion
k = degree of interpolationpolynomial
n = neutrals
r = radial component
t = thermal velocity
z = axial component
® = electron or ion
µ = azimuthal component
¿ = time-stepping index
¤ , 0 = reference value

Superscripts

h = discretization
p = iteration index
0 = neutrals
C = singly ionized
CC = doubly ionized

I. Introduction

H ALL-THRUSTER, also known as closed-drift thruster,exper-
imentation started in the early1960s,and becauseof a diligent

Russian effort became an enabling technology for onboard propul-
sion in many low-Earth-orbit and geosynchronous satellites.1 The
term “closed drift” refers to the azimuthal drift of electrons that is
commonto variantsof such thrusters,for example,stationaryplasma
thruster (SPT), thruster with anode layer, etc. The SPT thruster is
a coaxial device that consists of four main parts: the anode, which
serves as a propellant distributor; an annular acceleration channel
madeof boronnitride;a magneticunit; anda hollowcathode(Fig. 1).
The plasma column is containedwithin two coaxial dielectriccylin-
ders that constitute the discharge channel, with the anode at one
end of the channel and the exit at the other end of the channel.
The discharge is created between the anode of the thruster and an
external hollow cathode located downstream of the channel exit.
The magnetic system consists of a series of electromagnetic coils
employed inside the inner cylinder and outside the outer cylinder
and predominantlyradial � eld with a maximum just upstream of the
channel exit. The electrons from the cathode enter the chamber and
are subject to azimuthalE £ B drift. The electronsin the closeddrift
undergo ionizing collisions with the propellant gas. Although the
magnetic � eld is strong enough to capture electrons in an azimuthal
drift, it is not strong enough to contain the resulting ions, which
are essentially accelerated by the imposed axial electric � eld. The
suppression of axial electron mobility by the imposed radial � eld,
while leaving ion mobility unaffected, enables the plasma to sup-
port an electric � eld with a potential difference close to the applied
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Fig. 1 Half-plane schematic of a single-stage stationary plasma
thruster.

voltage. The ions are accelerated to kinetic energies within 80% of
the applied discharge voltage.2

Present-day Hall thrusters offer speci� c impulses over 1600 s,
thrust over 80 mN, and power exceeding 1.5 kW at ef� ciencies
of about 50%. The commercial exploitation of Hall thrusters im-
poses a stringent constraint of trouble-free operation for more than
8000 hrs.3 The physics inside the Hall thruster has to be reasonably
well understood in order to make any signi� cant change in ef� -
ciency without compromising the lifetime. This is a challenge, as
the choiceof thrustersize requiresan optimumselectionbetweenef-
� ciency and lifetime.4 Despite signi� cant numerical and theoretical
advances of the recent past, we lack an adequate numerical model
to describe critical regions of a Hall-thruster plasma dynamics in a
self-consistentfashion.5;6

Numerical simulation of the plasma dynamics of a Hall thruster
has been carried out recently by several authors in the framework
of the hybrid as well as the � uid models.7¡27 The one-dimensional
� uid model of the partially ionized plasma incorporating the neu-
tral dynamics and the effect of the plasma-wall interaction has
been documented recently.25¡27 This present study extends the two-
dimensional, two-� uid, fully ionized thruster plasma model of Roy
and Pandey22 to a two-dimensional, three-� uid, partially ionized
plasma model in order to investigate the effect of ionization and
recombination on the dynamics of the Hall thruster. The neutral
dynamics is included in the present work because without neutral
dynamics the effect of ionizationand recombinationcannot be stud-
ied satisfactorily. The self-consistent two-dimensional, three-� uid
formulation of the bounded thruster plasma is the novel feature of
the present work. To the best of our knowledge, such a simulation
has not been reported in the literature.

Numerical novelty includes the utilization of subgrid embed-
ded (SGM) � nite elements,28;29 for convergence and stability of
the solution.It is based on a nonlinear,nonhierarchical,high-degree
Lagrange� nite elementbasis for use in a discretizedapproximation.
SGM elementsutilize localmesh, velocity and diffusionparameters
to modify the dissipative� ux-vector(second-derivative)terms in the
equation. For the hyperbolic equation a second-derivativearti� cial
diffusion term with a vanishingcoef� cient is added. The theory em-
ploys element-level static condensationand eigenvalueanalysis for
ef� ciency, nodal-rank homogeneity, and essentially nonoscillatory
solution. Unlike traditional upwind methods, however, nonlinear
SGM does not introduce any unnecessary diffusion to distort the
solution.

The numerical model and the simulation results are presented in
the subsequent sections. In Sec. II we discuss pertinent theoretical
issues. In Sec. III the solutionalgorithmis described.The numerical
results are documented in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V contains conclu-
sions and future work.

II. Theoretical Issues
The dynamics of a partially ionized, thruster plasma is quite

complicated,1¡3;7¡12;15;17¡20;26;27 as several elastic and inelasticpro-
cesses can occur simultaneously. However, not all processes are
equally probable. For example, momentum exchange between
electron-electron and ion-ion will not be important in compari-
son with the electron–ion momentum exchange as the relative drift

between similar particles is small in comparison with the drift be-
tween electrons and ions. The collisions between electron–neutral,
electron–ion, and ion–neutral play an important role. The plasma–
neutral collision usually determines the kinetics of the motion.

The rate of the ion production in plasma is determined by the
ionization frequency. The ionization rate is given as

Sioniz D nennhVeth¾i .Veth/i D ki nenn (1)

where ¾i is the total cross section of the process, ne is the electron
number density, and process constant ki D h¾i .Veth/Vethi, with the
averaging done over the velocities of the electrons. A general elec-
tron temperature-dependent empirical formula can be � tted to the
ionization process constant ki D [k0C

i , k0CC
i , k ICC

i ], corresponding
to Xe0 !XeC, Xe0 !XeCC, and XeC !XeCC processes, where
Xe is Xenon. We shall use the following generalized process rate
that is a sum of all three ionization rates26:

ki D
¡
¡3:2087£ 10¡5T 3

e ¡ 0:0022T 2
e C 0:7101Te ¡ 1:76

¢
£ 10¡14

(2)
Electron–ion collisionson the other handcan lead to recombination.
The rate of recombination is given as

Srecom D ¡neni

«
Veth¾ r

ei.Veth/
¬

D ¡®neni (3)

where recombination coef� cient ® can be approximated as30

® D 1:09 £ 10¡20ne T
¡ 9

2

e m3/s (4)

Slow propellant ions are created as a result of resonant charge-
exchange collisions of the following types between the fast “beam”
(current) ions and slow thermal neutrals:

XeC
fast C Xe0

slow ! XeC
slow C Xe0

fast

XeCC
fast C Xe0

slow ! XeCC
slow C Xe0

fast

XeCC
fast C Xe0

slow ! XeC
slow C XeC

fast

The collisional cross section for the preceding processes are
comparable31 ¾.Xe ¡ XeC/ » 4:38£10¡19 m2 and¾.Xe ¡ XeCC/ »
4:98 £ 10¡19 m2. Thus, it would appear that all of the precedingpro-
cesses are equally important. However, in the last process stripping
of an electron is involved, the energy required an exceed 1 keV
(Ref. 32), and, thus, the last process is ignored. The cross section
for Xe-XeC for example is given by33

¾.Xe ¡ XeC/ D [a ¡ b log10.1u/].Ei =EH /¡1:5 £ 10¡20 m2 (5)

where a D 181, b D 21:2, Ei D 12:13 eV, xenon ionizationpotential,
and E H D 13:6 eV, hydrogen ionization potential. For a relative ve-
locity 1u between 10 and 2 £ 103 m/s, the charge-exchangecross
section varies between 10¡20 to 10¡19 m2 .

Having delineated some of the important physical processes in
the partially ionized thrusterplasma, we shall now give the basic set
of equations that describes the dynamics of the process under inves-
tigation. We shall assume that the ions are unmagnetized because
for typical parameters of a thruster plasma, namely, magnetic � eld
B » 200 G and ion velocity 4 £ 103 m/s, the gyration radius of ions
is about 0.1 m, which is much larger than the size of the thruster
(0.02–0.03 m). In the present simulation the maximum value of
magnetic � eld, near the exit, is 242 G. Therefore, the effect of mag-
netic � eld on the ion transportwill be ignored.Further, the pressure
term in the ion momentum equation can be ignored as the thermal
energy of the ions is much smaller than their kinetic energy, that
is, Ti ¿ m i V 2

i . Owing to the small inertia, electron-responsetime is
much faster than the ion-response time. As a result, electrons will
attain the steady state faster than the ions. Keeping this in mind,
electronmomentum and energyequationsare solved at steady state,
whereas for ions and neutralsa set of time-dependentcontinuityand
momentum equations are simultaneously solved.
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An annularcylindercan adequatelycharacterizeHall-thrusterge-
ometry. Ignoring any variation in the azimuthal µ direction, we
shall take a two-dimensional axisymmetric r , z representation of
the thruster. The following set of equations written in the compo-
nent form is used to describe the dynamics of thruster plasma with
the azimuthal ion velocity Viµ , and dependence on the azimuthal
angle @=@µ set to zero. The continuity equation for the electron and
the ions are

@n®

@t
C 1

r
@

@r
.rn® V®r / C @.n® V®z/

@z
D S (6)

where S D Sioniz ¡ Srecomb . Assuming that the neutral velocity has
axial component only, the neutral continuity equation is

@nn

@t
C @.nn Vnz/

@z
D Srecomb ¡ k0C

i nenn ¡ k0CC
i nenn (7)

The right-hand side of the continuity equations (6–7) represents
source and sink term caused by ionization and recombination.The
sink term of the neutral continuity equation (7) is slightly different
than the ionizationsource term of the plasma continuityequation(6)
because of the presence of the processes like XeC !XeCC in the
Sioniz .

The ion momentum equations are,

@Vir

@ t
C Vir

@Vir

@r
C Viz

@Vir

@r
D ¡

Ti

m i ni

@n i

@r
C

³
Ze

m i

´
Er ¡ ºcVir

C
³

m e

m i

´
ºei.Ver ¡ Vir/ ¡ 0:5ºin.Vir ¡ Vnr/ C

³
S

n i

´
Vir (8)

@Viz

@t
C Vir

@Viz

@r
C Viz

@Viz

@z
D ¡

Ti

m i ni

@ni

@z
C

³
Ze

m i

´
Ez ¡ ºc Viz

C
³

m e

m i

´
ºei.Vez ¡ Viz/ ¡ 0:5ºin.Viz ¡ Vnz/ C

³
S

ni

´
Viz (9)

The factor0.5before ion–neutralcollisionterm comes fromreduced
mass m i mn=.m i C mn/ ¼ m i =2. The electron momentum equations
are

Ver
@Ver

@r
C Vez

@Ver

@z
¡

V 2
µ

r
D

1
mene

@neTe

@r

e

me
.Er C Veµ Bz/

¡ ºei.Ver ¡ Vir/ ¡ ºen.Ver ¡ Vnr/ C
³

S

ne

´
Ver (10)

Ver
@Veµ

@r
C Vez

@Veµ

@z
C

VerVeµ

r
D

e

me
.Vez Br ¡ Ver Bz/

C
³

S

ne

´
Veµ ¡ .Vei C Ven/Veµ (11)

Ver
@Vez

@r
C Vez

@Vez

@z
D ¡ 1

m ene

@neTe

@z
¡

e

me
.Ez ¡ Veµ Br /

¡ ºei.Vez ¡ Viz/ ¡ ºen.Vez ¡ Vnz/ C
³

S

ne

´
Vez (12)

The electron energy equation is,

3

2

³
@Te

@t
C Ve ¢ rTe

´
D ¡Ter ¢ Ve ¡ º

©
V 2

er C V 2
eµ C V 2

ez

C 2
£
Ver.Veµ C Vez/ C VezVeµ

¤ª
C ºei.Ver Vir C VezViz/

C ºen.Ver Vnr C VezVnz/ C 3
me

m i
ºei.Ti ¡ Te/

C 3
me

mn
ºen.Tn ¡ Te/ C

S

ne

³
3

2
Te C ®Ei

´
(13)

where º D ºei C ºen. In Eqs. (6–13), Ve, Vi are the electron and ion
velocities, respectively;n j is the number density of the j th particle
with j D e and i ; ºei, ºen are the electron–ion and electron–neutral
collision frequencies respectively; ºc is the ion charge-exchange
collision frequency; and the value of ® is between (2–3).18 The
electron dynamics are determined by the pressure gradient, electric
and magnetic forces, and the collisional exchange of momentum
in Eqs. (10–12). The convective term in these equations retains the
effect of the electron inertia.

The contributionof the electron inertia is small, and on this basis,
its effect on the plasma dynamics is generally ignored. However,
in the regions of sharp � ow gradients the effect of the convective
term can become � nite, and therefore the convective term is re-
tained in this formulation. Similarly, because collision timescales
are much slower than the electron-cyclotrongyration timescale one
can ignore elastic and inelastic collision terms in comparison with
the Lorentz force term V £ B in the momentum equation. Such an
approach will exclude the dynamics of the momentum exchange as
well as the effect of ionization and recombination, severely limit-
ing the applicabilityof the model to the thruster plasma. Therefore,
all of the collision terms are retained in the electron momentum
equations (10–12).

Equation (13) includes the effect of Joule heating, a contribution
caused by exchange of random thermal energy and ionization and
recombination.The simulationofKatz etal.14 shows that theaverage
ion energy remains nearly constant in the channel. Therefore, we
also assume in our model that the ion energy is constant.

In closure,Eqs. (6–13) are supplementedwith the simple form of
Ohm’s law34

E ´ ¡rÁ D .meºei=e/.Vi ¡ Ve/ C .1=ene/rni Ti (14)

Equation (14) yields the relationship between the current and
strengthof the electric � eld in the plasma.The electric � eld has been
written in the moving frame of the plasma, that is, E ´ E0 C V £ B.

Before numerically solving the preceding set of equations (6–
14), we normalize the physical variables as follows. Tempera-
ture T is normalized using the � rst ionization potential of Xenon
T¤ D Ei D 12:1 eV. All other dependentvariablescan be normalized
from

V¤ D
p

T¤=m i D 2 £ 103 m/s, n¤ D 0¤=V¤ D 0:5 £ 1017 m¡3

º¤D ¾ ¤n¤V¤ D ¾¤0¤ ’ 2: £ 105 s¡1

where

¾¤ D ¾0

p
m i =me

The fundamental length scale l0 is de� ned in terms of characteris-
tic velocity and collisional frequency l0 D V¤=º¤. The timescale is
t0 D 1=º¤.

To solve numerically the formulation (6–14), proper initial and
boundary condition speci� cations are necessary to make the prob-
lem well posed. The axial velocities of electrons and ions are not
� xed at the inlet. Under typical conditions, next to the anode, a
plasma sheath (typicalwidth» Debye length) forms, and ions must
� ow into the sheath from the quasi-neutralregion.The axial velocity
is near zero close to anode and then begins to rise at the edge of the
acceleration zone, reaching a maximum velocity beyond the exit.21

Such � ow behavior has also been observed in the classical nozzle
problem, where � ow changes smoothly from subsonic (in the nar-
row region) to supersonic � ow in the divergent region. Therefore, a
sonic point, where the � ow velocity equals the characteristic speed
of the medium, is always expected at the exit.We shall impose the
choked-exit18 boundary condition for the ion axial velocity. Fur-
thermore, axial electron � ow will be assumed inward at the channel
exit. We impose zero radial velocity for the electrons and ions at
the inlet and leave it � oating elsewhere. At the inlet the plasma
density is equated to the reference value. The neutral density at the
inlet dependsupon the mass-� ow rate. In the present calculationthe
mass-� ow rate is »6 mg s¡1, a value relevant to a thruster operat-
ing at 1.5-kW power level.2;13 The correspondingneutral density is
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nn » 1018 m¡3. The homogeneous Neumann condition is imposed
on the electrostatic potential at the inlet. Because at the cathode
the potential is zero, a vanishing potential is assumed at the outlet.
For ion density a homogeneousNeumann condition is assumed. At
the upstream boundary (thruster inlet plane) we specify an electron
temperatureof Te D 5 eV, which is close to theexperimentaldata.5;24

In a typical Hall-thruster experiment the radial magnetic � eld
is dominant compared to the axial � eld. The radial magnetic � eld
decreases from a typical maximum of about 200 G near the channel
exit to a much lowervalue(»30–40G) near theanode,thoughhigher
valuesof radialmagnetic� elds (»350 G) havebeenutilizedrecently
for P5-class of thrusters.2 The presence of this radial magnetic � eld
inhibits electron � ow to the anode and in the process considerably
enhances the ionization caused by electron impact. In the presence
of a very strong radial magnetic � eld and in the absence of any
collision, the axial electron current can be completely inhibited.
Thus, the current is mainly carried by the ions jz ¼ ji . Assuming a
quasineutral (ni ¼ ne/ plasma, the Hall current per unit radius is

JH ¼ ene

Z r

0

³
E

B

´
dr ¼

eneÁd

B
(15)

where Ád is the dischargepotential.Note that the dischargepotential
is the sum of the column potentialdrop Á, the cathode fall potential,
and the possible potential drop in the plasma region next to the
exhaust and outside the cylinders. The corresponding Hall current
density can be expressed as

jH D ene E=B ¼ ene Ez=Br (15a)

For ji ¼ eneVi we have

JH ¼ ji Ád=BVi ¼ ji

q
m i Ád

¯
2eB2 (16)

where the maximum ion velocity is Vi D .2eÁd=m i /
1=2 . Clearly, for

a given magnetic � eld, JH =ji »
p

Ád . For an ef� cient operating
system current is carried by the ions, and ions attain maximum
velocity. Thus we shall anticipate that the ensuing potential distri-
bution (and the resultant accelerating electric � eld) will be in the
region of maximum magnetic � eld strength.

III. Finite Element Based Modeling
This work is an extension of the multivariable design code de-

velopment of Roy35 and Balagangadhar and Roy.36 Using L as a
differential operator, a general formulation for Eqs. (6–14) can be
expressed as L.U/ D 0, where U D fn® , Viz, Vir, Vez, Ver, Veµ , Te,
ÁgT . The weak statement formed by multiplying L.U/ with an ap-
propriate weighting function w and integrating over the computa-
tional domain (and thus weakening the continuity requirement of
the � nite element basis function29/ underlines the developmentof a
rangeof computational-� uid-dynamicsalgorithms.Such an integral
statement associated with Eqs. (6–14) is

Z

Ä

wL.U/ dÄ D 0 (17)

where w denotes any admissible test function.35 Thereafter, the � -
nite element (FE) spatial semidiscretization of the domain Ä of
Eqs. (6–14) employs the mesh Äh D [el Äel and Äel is the generic
computational domain where subscript el denotes a � nite element.
Using superscript h to denote spatial discretization, the FE weak
statement implementationfor Eq. (17) de� nes the approximationas

u.x j / ¼ uh.x j / D
[

el

uel.x j /; uel.x j / D Nk Uel

where the trial space FE basis set Nk .x j / typically contains
Chebyshev, Lagrange, or Hermite interpolation polynomials com-
plete to degree k, plus perhaps “bubble functions.”35

The spatially semidiscreteFE implementation of the weak state-
ment W Sh for Eq. (17) leads to

W Sh D Sel

µZ

Äel

Nk L el.U/ d¿

¶
(18)

Sel symbolizes the assembly operator carrying local (element) ma-
trix coef� cients into the global arrays. Application of Green–Gauss
divergence theorem in Eq. (18) will yield natural homogenous
Neumannboundaryconditionsand the surface integral that contains
the unknown boundary � uxes wherever Dirichlet (� xed) boundary
conditions are enforced.

Independentof thephysicaldimensionofÄ, and forgeneralforms
of the � ux vectors, the semidiscretized weak statement of Eq. (18)
always yields an ordinary differential equation system:

M
dU
dt

C R.U/ D 0 (19)

where U.t/ is the time-dependent � nite element nodal vector.
The time derivative dU=dt is generally replaced with a # -implicit
or ¿ -step Runge–Kutta time-integration procedure. In Eq. (19),
M D Sel.Mel/ is the mass matrix associatedwith element-levelinter-
polation, and R carries the element convection information and the
diffusion matrix resulting from genuine (non-Eulerean) or numeri-
cal elemental viscosity effects and all known data. Equation (19) is
usually solved using a Newton–Raphson scheme29:

Ui C 1
¿ C 1 D Ui

¿ C 1 C 1Ui D U¿ C
iX

p D 0

U pC1

where

1Ui D ¡
µ

M C #1t

³
@R
@U

´¶¡1

R.U/ (20)

In Eq. (20) # is the implicitness of the numerical algorithm,
and 0 < # < 1. The obvious numerical issues will be associated
with calculation of the Jacobian, @R=@U, and inversion of the
M C #1t .@R=@U/ matrix with suf� cient accuracy. Equations (6–
14) are strongly coupled, and the Jacobian matrix for this problem
becomes very stiff for a realisticmass ratio of electronand ion. This
results in solution divergence for a standard Galerkin � nite element
approach on a moderate to � ne mesh. As a remedy, we utilized a
high-order-accurate SGM � nite element28;29 method to achieve a
stable monotone solution on a relativelycoarse grid. SGM elements
use statically condensed higher-degree polynomial basis functions
NS for high solution � delity.

The choice of time step is dictated by the Courant–Friedrich–
Lewy condition.37 The solution at any time step is declared con-
vergent when the maximum residual for each of the state variables
becomes smaller than a chosen convergence criterion of 2 D 10¡4.
The steadystate is declaredwhen the precedingconvergencecriteria
is met at the � rst iteration of any time step. Here, the convergence
of a solution vector U on node j is de� ned as the norm:

kU j ¡ U j ¡ 1k
kU j k

·2 (21)

IV. Numerical Results and Discussion
We recall that the thruster plasma is modeled by a two-

dimensional axisymmetric .r -z/ geometry. The µ direction is along
the azimuth.We consider a two-dimensionalmagnetic � eld with ra-
dialandaxialcomponents,where the radial� eld is dominant(Fig. 2).
The magnetic � eld lines near the exit close outside the thruster in-
dicating that the near-plume region plasma will be affected by the
presence of the magnetic � eld. However, the simulation domain in
the present work correspondsonly to the bounded region. Equation
set (6–14) is solvedusingSGM � niteelementson a biquadratic9 £ 9
mesh with 361 equidistant nodes. We have employed a trapezoidal
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Fig. 2 Measured radial magnetic � eld in Gauss inside the thruster
acceleration channel (Manzella, D., and Peterson, P., Private Commu-
nication, 2001).

time-stepping procedure, that is, # D 0:5 in Eq. (20), for this paper.
In the present formulation the ion dynamics are time dependent,
whereas electron dynamics have been assumed time independent.
This is a plausible assumptionbecause,owing to their small inertia,
the electron will reach a steady state over the ion dynamic scale.9

The code uses variable time steps until the transient features die
down and the iteration converges to a steady state. All solutions
presented in this section have iterated to a steady state.

Figure 3a describes the neutral density contours. We use the ref-
erence values of physicalparameterspertaining to a typical 1.5-kW
class thruster that has a mass-� ow rate »6 mg s¡1 corresponding
to nn D 1018 m¡3 . As is clear from the � gure, neutral density is
the highest at the inlet region and gradually decreases towards the
channel exit. As ionization increases towards the exit (caused by
an increase in the electron temperature), the neutral number density
should decrease, and we see such a behavior.This is consistentwith
the fact that as a neutralenters the thrusterchamber it undergoes im-
pact ionization.Some experiment in the literature9 suggests that the
minimum in neutral density is not necessarily correlated to the cor-
respondingincreaseof the ion density.However, in the presentwork
the plasma densitypredictiondisplaysa correlationbetween ion and
neutral number densities that is similar to the reportedexperimental
data.2;5 We attribute this correlation to the temperature-dependent,
self-consistentcalculation of the ionization rate.

Figure 3b plots the plasma number density contours. The ion
(electron) number density increases rapidly from a base value of
1017 m¡3 and attains a maximum value 7 £ 1017 m¡3 upstream of
the acceleration channel before decreasing near the exit. The ex-
perimental results2;13 show that the plasma density reaches its peak
value inside the accelerationchannel, near the inner wall before the
exit plane. In this region the radial magnetic � eld is the maximum,
and thusa largenumberof electronsare inhibitedfrommoving in the
axial direction, resulting in a high probability of impact ionization
and plasma production. The maximum plasma density inside the
accelerationchannel agrees with the fact that the ionizationchannel
is well inside the thruster.There is no signi� cant effect of ionization
and recombination on the plasma number density. This could have
been anticipated on the grounds that in a Hall thruster, where the
pressure is low and ion currents exceed the electron current, the ef-
fect of the ion productionand loss to the ion continuityequation (6)
is negligible.19

The experimental result for a 1.6-kWclass thruster13displays two
distinct peaks in the ion number density pro� le located at about
0.02 and 0.032 m from the anode. These peaks are attributed to dif-
ferent ionization mechanisms—to the electron thermal energy up-
stream (0.02 m) and to the availability of electron gyration energy
at 0.032 m. These results underline the complexity of the thruster
plasma dynamics and inadequaciesof the existing numerical mod-
els. Several importantquestionsneed to be addressed in order to ex-
plain the physical mechanism behind the experimentally observed
transition from double-hump to single-hump ion density pro� le
when operating at 1.6 and 3 kW.13 If at 1.6 kW plasma undergoes

Fig. 3a Neutral number density contours in meters¡3 .

Fig. 3b Plasma number density contours in meters¡3 .

a unique ionization–recombination–ionization cycle, then such be-
havior should be re� ected in the neutral velocity and density pro-
� les. We anticipate that at higher operating powers of the thruster
the neutral velocity will exhibit an initial increase (corresponding
to the loss of slow neutrals caused by ionization, i.e., number of fast
neutrals increase), then a decrease, and again an increase. Also, the
neutral number density should exhibit an initial decrease, then an
increase, and again a decrease in its number density. It points to the
necessity of generalizing the numerical model on the one hand and
further experimental investigation of the thruster plasma dynamics
on the other hand.

The direction of ion streamlines as plotted in Fig. 4 shows that
the ion � ow diverges towards the side walls in the downstreamsec-
tion of the channel, indicating the presence of a radial electric � eld.
Haas2has experimentally inferred the presence of this radial � eld,
where the radial asymmetry in the ion number density has been
attributed to the presence of such a � eld. Figure 5 shows that the
magnitude of the radial velocity contours increases in the region of
strong magnetic � eld Br con� rming the experimental observation.2

The interaction of ions with the ambient magnetic � eld could be
another possible reason for divergence of the ion streamlines. The
magnetic � eld, which con� nes the electrons in the azimuthal direc-
tion and inhibits their axial motion, can exert its in� uence on ions as
a result of the collisional coupling of ions with the electrons—like
ambipolar diffusion in the interstellar plasma.38 Thus, even though
ions are not directly coupled to the magnetic � eld, they can interact
with the magnetic � eld through the electrons. We also anticipate
that an additional divergencein the ion beam might appear once the
thermal pressure gradient is included in the ion dynamics. When
the ion pressure gradient is taken into account, it will give rise to
a radial electric � eld that can cause a dispersion of the accelerated
beam. The decollimationof the ion beam in the radial directionwill
reduce the thrust.
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Fig. 4 Directed ion trajectories show the decollimation of ions near
the channel exit.

Fig. 5 Radial velocity contours in meters/second.

In addition,in the presenceof ionizationand recombinationthere
is a slight increase in the ion radial velocity near the exit. This
increase in the radial velocity could be caused by the depletion of
the slow ions to the walls. However, a de� nite correlation between
thevelocityanddensitycanonlybemade ifplasma-wallinteractions
are also included in the model. Recent numerical studies20 suggest
that plasma-wall interaction can affect the plasma density, near the
exit plane.

Figure 6 describes the electron temperature contours. We note
that the increase in the temperature is not uniform in the channel.
The maximum increase of »28 eV occurs just downstream of the
center of channel towards the inner wall. The peak in the tempera-
ture can be attributed to the Ohmic heating caused by the maximum
gyration energy in this region. The rise in temperature is similar to
the measured electron temperaturenear the exit of the 1.6-kW class
thruster of Haas and Gallimore.13 However, the experimental elec-
tron temperaturepeak is spreadalonga radial line concentratednear
the channel exit. Our numerical electron temperature results do not
clearly reproduce this pro� le and can point to the limitation of the
present model. Secondary electron emission, ion sputter yield, the
electronnear-wallconductivity,the near-wall sheatheffect, etc., can
all affect the electron temperaturepro� le. The presentmodel will be
extended to include plasma-wall interactions for better benchmark-
ing with the experimental data.

Figure7 shows thepotentialcontoursinsidetheaccelerationchan-
nel. The potential is highest at the inlet (near the anode) and is set to

Fig. 6 Electron energy distribution in electon volts.

Fig. 7 Potential distribution inside the acceleration channel in volts.

zero at the outlet (near the cathode). This is similar to the numeri-
cal approach presented by Haas.2 Although the computed potential
is set to zero at the channel exit, observations2;13;16 indicate that
only one-half to one-third of the potential drop actually takes place
downstream of the thruster. In this numerical model the full poten-
tial drop is forced to occur inside the channel. We further note that
the potential inside the channel is very sensitive to the boundary
conditions on the plasma velocities. Such effects will be evaluated
in more detail in subsequent versions of the model.

In Fig. 8 the plasma numberdensity,electrontemperature,plasma
potential along with the electric � eld, and electron gyration energy
are given at radial cross section r D 0:056 m, centrally located be-
tween the outer and the inner wall. We see that the plasma number
density exhibits a narrow half-width at full maximum (hwfm) just
upstream of z D 0:1 m, suggesting a localized ionization region. It
was noted by Bishaev and Kim5 in one of the early experiments
on SPT that a very small ionization region precedes the accelera-
tion zone. Our numerical result is consistent with the experimental
observations.2;5 The electron temperature Te pro� le in Fig. 8 pre-
dicts a sharp increase near the inlet and then a gradual rise before
reaching the maximum of about 22 eV near the two-third length
downstream of the channel. This is not consistent with the trend in
plasma density pro� le. One would expect that the plasma density
maximum will coincide with the electron temperature maximum
and that the � rst local maximum in electron temperature at around
14 eV at normalized axial location of 0.11 will be re� ected in a
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Fig. 8 Distributionof thedensity, temperature, potential,and gyration
energy below the centerline (r = 0:056 m) of the acceleration channel.

small peak in the plasma density. However, the � rst local maximum
in the temperature might re� ect the loss of slow electrons caused
by recombination; because plasma number density is not a sensi-
tive function of source or sink term,19 the local electron tempera-
ture maximum of 14 eV (at z=L D 0:11) does not affect the plasma
density pro� le.

The computed potential pro� le is consistent with the known
experimental data (with uncertainty of ¡3V=C6V) for a 1.5-kW
thruster that operated at 300 V.16 The potentialpro� le is � at in most
of the channel and approacheszero at the exit. Because potential is
forced to zero at the exit, the simulation result starts diverging with
the experimentalresultnear the exit.The gyrationenergy(last frame
in Fig. 8) displays an increasing trend, reaching maximum near the
exit, which agrees well with the publishedHall contours2;20 that dis-
play a maxima upstream of the channel exit for 1.6- and 3-kW-class
thrusters. Finally, the thrust at the exit plane of the thruster accel-
eration channel is calculated via Eq. (24) of Haas and Gallimore.39

The simulation result shows a steady-statethrust of 79.4 mN, which
is within the measured data of 95 3 mN and the calculated value of
68 mN at the exit plane of the 1.6-kW thruster.39

V. Conclusions
In this paper a � nite element based two-dimensional formula-

tion of partially ionized plasma using multicomponent � uid equa-
tion is developed in the presence of ionization and recombination.
The model is then applied to study the dynamics inside the Hall
thruster. The ion and neutral dynamics are time dependent,whereas

electron dynamics is assumed time independent. By using a third-
order electron temperature-dependent polynomial, a self-consistent
calculation of the ionization rate has been carried out in the model.
Our simulation results suggest that the increase in the plasma num-
ber density is correlated with the decrease in the neutral number
density. The plasma density prediction is similar to the reported
experimental data.2;5 There is no signi� cant effect of the ioniza-
tion and recombination on the plasma number density. This fact is
consistent with reported observation.19

The electron temperature inside the channel shows a gradual in-
crease at the centerlineand predicts a hump upstreamof the exit at a
locationbetween the centerlineand the innerwall, which is in agree-
ment with the experimental observation2 that shows a peak next to
the exit for a 1.5-kW-class thruster.The potentialpro� le agreeswith
recent experimentalstudies.16 The ion streamlines suggest that ions
are primarilyacceleratedbecauseof the axial electric � eld and reach
the maximum velocity near the exit plane. The ions are moving to-
wards the side walls near the thruster exit, indicatingthe presenceof
a � nite radial electric � eld. Experimentaldata2 con� rm the presence
of such a radial electric � eld. The numerical results are very sensi-
tive to boundary conditions.In the present simulationa choked-exit
boundary condition has been imposed on the ion velocity. It needs
to be relaxed.The ion velocity reaches the sonic velocitywell inside
the thruster.Therefore, boundarycondition issues require a detailed
investigation. The present � uid model also requires further gener-
alization to includeplasma-wall interactions.The effect of inelastic
processes, namely, secondary emission and sputter yield, should be
incorporated.Also, propermodelingof the plasma-sheathdynamics
is necessary.
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